
Shelf Floor Lamp - Shade Diffused Light Source with Open-Box Shelves

RRP: $224.95

Contemporary elegance will be yours when you accent your room with

this 1.6-metre floor lamp from Palermo. Its versatile design and neutral

colours pair well with almost any style room, while its off-white shade

provides a warm glow for instant relaxation. Crafted from authentic MDF,

the frame and shelves bring nature inside your home.

Pitch-perfect with contemporary or Mid-Century Modern décor, this lamp

works equally well nestled in corners as it does as an armchair or sofa

companion. Use it in bedrooms for a calm, centred ambience, or use two

in the foyer to create a grand entry that will impress every guest that

comes into your home.

The shade diffuses the light, making its glow easy on your eyes at the end

of a hard day's work. Compatible with both 60-watt and LED bulbs, it

stays cool even as it provides warm, soft illumination.

Three shelves underneath display your most treasured belongings—

books, pottery, photos, mementoes, plants, or other treasures as the light

draws your eye to the objects displayed. Both a storage solution and an

attractive display, this lamp is as practical as it is beautiful.

Easy to assemble, this lamp only takes a half-hour from start to finish—

and only requires a Phillips head screwdriver to complete. Manufactured

according to Australian standards, this lamp is a high-quality addition to

your home.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Height:Height: 1.6 metres
Cable:Cable: 220V
Plug:Plug: SAA-approved Australian two-pin
Bulb size fittings:Bulb size fittings: E27 screw-in base (light globe not included) 
Compatible bulbs:Compatible bulbs: LED or 60-watt CFL
On/off mechanism:On/off mechanism: pull-chain switch
Frame material:Frame material:  MDF
Number of shelvesNumber of shelves: 3
Size of shelves:Size of shelves: 26 cm in width
Height of shelves:Height of shelves: 40 cm (approximate)
Assembly time:Assembly time: 30 minutes (approximate)
Tools needed:Tools needed: Phillips head screwdriver

Attributes:Attributes:

Material: MDF
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